


OVERVIEW

With the Open around the corner, there is no better time to help our clients develop the
skill and strength required to become proficient at basic gymnastic movements like
pull-ups and handstand push-ups.

In this guide you will find everything you need to successfully market and run a 4-week
gymnastics specialty course.  Programming was built for a 2-day per week course and
meant for clients who are looking to perfect basic techniques and increase proficiency to
assist clients in achieving their first pull-ups, muscle-up, or handstand push-up.



MARKETING ASSETS

Blog Post: {Insert gym name} Gymnastic Course Starts {Insert date}!

Gymnastic movements tend to be some of the most frustrating exercises that we perform.  To
execute them correctly, they require a tremendous amount of strength, balance, coordination,
and stability.  That is why we are so excited to introduce to you our {Insert gym name}
Gymnastics Course!  Participants will learn to perform various exercises and skills (e.g.,
push-up, handstand push-up, pull-up, T2B, etc.) by creating mechanically sound techniques and
developing positions and shapes to enable a greater expression of strength.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:

INCREASED BODY POSITIONING AND AWARENESS
One of the most essential elements of gymnastics is moving our body freely yet controlled through space.
Meaning if we cant correctly kip or hold a handstand, how can we expect to get a pull-up, muscle-up, or
handstand push-up.

ACCESSORY AND SKILL WORK THAT DIRECTLY TRANSLATES TO STRENGTH GAINS
AND LONG-TERM HEALTH
You hear this in class repeatedly, but without the appropriate strength to do strict movements, we should
not be worrying about advanced kipping movements.  Instead, we should improve our lat and shoulder
strength, keeping us healthy and happy long term.

FINE-TUNING SKILLS THAT INCREASE SPEED AND EFFICIENCY IN WORKOUTS
You’ve probably heard the saying Slow is Smooth, Smooth is Fast.  Moving too fast and rushing
increases the chance of mistakes, which ultimately slows you down.  Moving carefully and deliberately
with a mind for technique will help reduce fumbling and needless mistakes in workouts.

{Insert gym name} 4-Week Gymnastics Course:
WHEN: {Insert Dates/Times}
COST: {Insert Pricing model}

IS THIS APPROPRIATE FOR ME?
If you want to get to get better at gymnastics movements and are willing to put in the work, then YES!  All
strength/skill work can be modified to fit your current level.  Scaling options will also be provided during
every class.



EMAIL TEMPLATE

Subject Line: {Insert gym name} Gymnastics Course Starts {Insert Date}!

Hey {Insert First Name}!

Gymnastic movements can be some of the toughest exercises we use here at {Insert
gym name} so we wanted to give everyone the opportunity to take some time and nail
them down before the Open begins in mid-February.

Starting {Insert start date} we will be running a four week gymnastics course to help you
perfect you technique or finally get that first pull-ups, handstand push-up, or toes to bar!

We have {Insert number of sports} of spots available and expect it to sell out quickly.
For more information check out THIS LINK {LINK TO PREVIOUS POST}.

To reserve a spot email {Insert email address}



Day 1 (Pulling)

Overview: Today's overall goal is to get athletes more comfortable and efficient in proper
superman and hollow positions. Being able to maintain tension between these is crucial to
developing a strong kip swing. Be tough on members here. Knit picking these positions now will
only benefit them throughout the course.

General Warm-Up (0:00 - 6:00):
2:00 Row, Bike, Run
Into..
3 RDS
10 Scap Pull-ups
10 PVC Pass Throughs
10 Sit-Ups

Skill Development:

1. Superman/Hollow Review (6:00 - 11:00)
3x:15 Static Holds

Superman Points of Performance:
-Core remains on the ground, engaged
-Arms straight and ~shoulder width (We want hands equal distance from where they'd be on the
rig)
-Legs straight, Quads Flexed, Toes Pointed
-Head neutral (Don't arch to look up)

Hollow Points of Performance:
-Back Flat
-Legs straight, Quads Flexed, Toes Pointed
-Arms straight and ~shoulder width (We want hands equal distance from where they'd be on the
rig)

1. Superman/Hollow Snaps (11:00 - 16:00)
3x10 each

The same points of performance will remain in play only now we want to make this more of a
dynamic movement. Have them hold for a second at the top to show that they are still
maintaining tension and controlling each movement.

1. Kip Review (16:00 - 31:00)
3x :15 Hollow Hang, :15 Superman Hang
2x8 Tight, Small Kip Swings



2x8 Bigger Kip Swings
3x5 Kip Swings w/ Stop (Call out stop and members should be able to stop and control the kip)

Start the hanging kip swings by forcing members to hold our superman and hollow positions
while hanging. Most members will feel relatively comfortable holding a hollow hang; however, a
lot of them may struggle to hold a static superman hang. This could be due to lack of shoulder
mobility or their brain not being able to fully comprehend hanging and being in a superman
position.

From there, move into the dynamic kip swing. Start slow and small and progress as they get
more comfortable with the movement.

Points of performance to go over with the kip:
● Feet and legs stay together.
● Thumb wrapped around the bar (Safer and more lat engagement)
● Core engaged (I like to use the analogy of bracing for someone to punch you in the gut)
● The movement is initiated through the shoulders opening and closing. Not by the legs!

Kipping Knee Raises (31:00 - 39:00)
(3x10)

Once the kip is established, we can start to build into some of our actual movements. Start with
a kipping knee raise as this is the simplest movement to start to feel the momentum we can
transfer from our kip swing.

Two most important things to emphasize here:
1. Using lats/arms to actively push down on bar (Get upper body behind)
2. Once knees rise to chest, legs need to shoot down and back to get back into a tight

superman position.

Kipping Toes to Something (39:00 - 47:00)
(3x5)

Toes to something allow your athletes to start to feel the motion and tension required to string
together T2B. Straighter leg toes to something and knees raising with a bigger kick are both
acceptable ways to work towards T2B. Hamstring mobility may be the differentiator between the
two. Emphasizing the points of performance from our knee raises are crucial only now it will feel
even more challenging for athletes to maintain tension.

Kipping T2B (47:00 - 60:00)
Now we put it all together and see if we can string together some reps! Some athletes might not
be ready to attempt full reps, and that's ok, have them instead work on their kip swing/knee
raises. This will pay huge dividends down the road.

Tips and tricks for stringing together reps:



● Keep tension! Because the range of motion will be bigger, timing will be slightly different
from toes to something and knee raises.

● Back, not down with your feet. Re-establishing a superman arch position is crucial to
string reps together

● Eyes stay slightly up or straight ahead. Don't let the head and eyes sway all over the
place.



Day 2 (Pressing)

Overview: Today's overall goal is to get athletes more comfortable being inverted.  For some
this might be just feeling what it feels like to be somewhat upside down (Wall walk
hold/headstand hold) and that’s totally ok.  Having mats underneath members and even
providing some spotting to help them kick up can lead to big wins.

Warm-Up: (0:00 - 8:00)
3 RDS
10 Seated DB Press
2 Wall Walks
10 Up-Downs

Review Kip Swing (8:00 - 13:00)
While the kip swing is not our focus for today, spend ~5 minutes reviewing day 1 and have
members practice a few reps progressing as far as they feel comfortable with.

HS Hold/Wall Walk Hold (13:00 - 28:00)
(3x:30)

For most coaches kicking up into a handstand is second nature.  We know where to place our
hands, how to maintain tension, and have an idea where we are in space.  For a lot of our
members they may have not been on their hands since they were a child or even better they
never have!

Have members start with a wall walk hold, progress to a headstand hold, and finish with a
handstand hold if they feel comfortable.  Spotting members on the front and back of the thigh as
they kick up can be a huge confidence booster so that they can solely focus on keeping arms
straight and pressing through the ground.

Start with general set-up positioning/points of performance and progress from there.  These
remain the same for HS Holds, Headstand holds, and wall walk holds.
General Set-Up and points of performance:

1. Hands just outside of shoulder width apart and about 8-10 inches away from the wall
2. Legs straight and together with toes pointed
3. Arms must remain straight and locked out
4. Fingers splayed, gripping the ground slightly turned out.
5. Head relaxed looking straight ahead
6. Core braced, ribs sucked down



Pike HSPU (Can be from Box or Ground) (28:00 - 38:00)
(3x5-8)

Pike HSPU if done correctly are one of the best exercises members can do to build upper body
strength, start to build muscle memory, and feel weight shifted into their hands.

Points of performance:
1. Hands set up exactly as mentioned above
2. Feet elevated or on the ground with butt in the air. (Looking for weight to be shifted into

shoulders, this is not a push up!)
3. Head is lowering down to the ground in front of hands.  Think of making a triangle with

hands and head.
4. Core Braced
5. Press through hands, thinking about pushing the head through arms just like they would

on any overhead press.

Negative HSPU (3 sec decent, advanced athletes press out of negative) (38:00 - 48:00)

Kick up into your handstand position. Ensure that your hand placement is approximately 6-12
inches away from the wall and your midline/core is in a tight, stable position. Lower yourself until
your head touches the floor or elevated surface. Kick off the wall and reset.

We want to control the descent throughout the entire movement. The tempo should be the same
from the start of the negative to the end of the negative.

If you are hesitant about the distance you are traveling to the floor, then place an abmat
underneath your head to lessen the distance of the descent. As you feel more confident with the
negative, remove the abmat(s) until you are reaching the full range of motion.

Strict HSPU (48:00 - 60:00)
(3x 5-10 reps)

We are going to first work on developing a strict handstand push-up. There are many benefits to

obtaining a strict handstand push-up. Not only are you making your shoulders stronger and

more stable, but you are also forced to maintain a tight, braced midline/core throughout the

movement. This piece transfers over to many other CrossFit movements where a strong midline

is required to perform the movement efficiently.

Just like you we don’t really want someone performing a ton of kipping pull-ups when they don’t

have the strength to do one strict pull-up, we don’t want someone doing a ton of kipping

handstand push-ups if they don’t have the strength to do a strict handstand push-up. The

shoulder strength required to complete a handstand push-up is great, and some may not have



that strength just yet, that’s ok and the reason why the rest of today has been spent working on

progressions!

Strict Handstand Push-Up P.O.P.:

1. Hand placement: place hands about 6-12 inches away from the wall and slightly wider

than shoulder width apart. Make sure palms are facing forward, or slightly turned out

5-10 degrees.

2. Kick up into a handstand, with your heels touching the wall.

3. Once you have kicked up, establish a tight midline position.

4. While maintaining this position, lower yourself until the top of your head touches the

floor/mat. Try to keep your elbows at a 45 degree angle as you lower.

5. Once your head touches the floor, press up with the same tightness you had lowering

yourself, until your elbows reach full extension, breathing out as you press.

6. If you start to get stuck, think about driving your head through your arms.



Day 3 (Pulling)

Overview: Week 1 is done and members should already be feeling better with their general
positioning when it comes to some basic kipping work and basic handstand positioning.  Today
we are going to review our kip swing and handstand hold, but spend the majority of the day
working on the strength required for a strict pull-up, followed by progressing into using
momentum from our kip to assist our pull.

Warm-Up (0:00 - 7:00)
AMRAP X 5
10 Superman PVC Pass Throughs
10 PVC Around the Worlds
10 PVC Seated Banded Pulls
10 V-ups

Review Handstands/HSPU (7:00 - 12:00)
Don’t spend a ton of time here, but ask members if they have any specific questions on the
handstand or handstand push-ups.  Most of the time if one person has a question, the majority
have the same one!

Review Kip Swing (12:00 - 22:00)
(3x5 Kip Swings w/ Stop)

Points of performance to review with the kip:
● Feet and legs stay together.
● Thumb wrapped around the bar (Safer and more lat engagement)
● Core engaged (I like to use the analogy of bracing for someone to punch you in the gut)
● The movement is initiated through the shoulders opening and closing. Not by the legs!

The start-stop drill will force members to make sure THEY are in control of their kip and that
they can control the momentum they are creating.  If someone is struggling here, have them
keep their kip swing much smaller and tighter and progress from there.

Strict Pull-up Review (Banded, Barbell PU, Strict) (22:00- 40:00)
(4x 6-12 reps)

You’ve all heard it before, kipping pull-ups are dangerous, you’re going to rip off your shoulders,
blah, blah, blah!  While kipping pull-ups itself is not dangerous when done correctly, we still want
to develop the raw strength first!  We talked about strict before kipping with the HSPU and the
same will go for our pull-ups.  Developing strict pull-up strength is crucial to helping your
members reach their long term goals while also keeping them safe!



There is no magic number on how many strict pull-ups need to be achieved before working on
kipping.  Instead, we want to develop the skill behind kipping pull-ups (Mastering the kip swing
and superman/hollow positions) while building strength through the lats, forearms, and biceps.

Pull-Up Points of Performance:

1. Start From a Straight Arm Hollow Hang
You MUST start from a straight-arm hollow hang! Training in the full range of motion (ROM) is of
the utmost importance for injury prevention and maintaining a hollow position will have huge
transfer to our kipping.

2. Scap Pull-Up initiates full Pull-Up
The initial movement should start with a scapular pull-up (shoulder blades back and down). This
protects the shoulder and prevents you from pulling with your upper traps.

3. Use Your Lats
Do not pull with your upper traps! We go through life overusing these guys as it is which leads to
posture problems, pain and injury. The pull-up is the perfect way to detrain this muscle but it all
starts with awareness and then the scap pull-up. Really focus on telling athletes to use their lat
muscles (beneath your shoulder blades toward the outside) to initiate the actual pull and try to
keep them ‘on’ the entire rep

Strict Pull-Ups, Barbell Pull-ups, and Banded Pull-Ups are all good options here.  If someone is
really struggling here a barbell row or Negative pull-ups are also great options.

Kipping PU (40:00 - 60:00)

Members should be feeling relatively comfortable with their kip swing at this point, so this
portion will be dedicated to starting to put the pieces together.  As mentioned above, we want
strict before kipping; however, that doesn’t mean we can’t work on these simultaneously.

All of the points of performance for our kip remain the same only now we add in a few more
pieces:

1. As snapping out of your superman arch, drive hips towards the bar while in the hollow
position

2. At the same time, push down on the bar with straight arms
3. Rapidly extend hips, then pull with arms
4. Pull until chin clears the bar
5. Chest stays up with eyes looking forward
6. Push away, maintaining tension to return into next kip swing

A few different options to have your athletes work through depending on ability:
1. Beginner (0 Strict Pull-Ups, Poor Kip) → Sets of 10 Kip Swings + 5 Negative Pull-Ups
2. Beginner (0 Strict Pull-ups, Controlled Kip) → Sets of 8 Kips + 2 Half Pull-ups with Push

away



3. Intermediate (1-2 Strict Pull-Ups, Poor Kip w/ bad body awareness) → Sets of 5 Kip
Swings + 3 Kipping Pull-ups attempts

4. Intermediate (1-2 Strict Pull-Ups,Controlled Kip) → Sets of 5 Kip Swings + 3 Kipping
Pull-ups w/ 2 sec pause with chin over the bar (Emphasize big push away between each
rep)

5. Advanced (5+ Strict Pull-Ups) → Sets of 5-10 Kipping Pull-ups w/ 2 second Pause at
with chin over the bar.



Day 4 (Pressing)

Overview: Week 1’s pressing focus was spent on the handstand, in particular developing sound
positioning. Today we will review our kip swing/kipping pull-ups and then spend the majority of
the day working on developing proper mechanics and positioning with the push-up and dip.
While these movements might not seem as sexy as a handstand or kip swing, establishing
perfect form and positioning will keep our shoulders happy and help build the strength required
to succeed down the road with things like muscle-ups.

Warm-Up (0:00 - 7:00)
EMOM X 6
Minute 1: :45 Push-Ups to Pike
Minute 2: :45 Plank Shoulder Taps

Review Kip Swing/Kipping PU (7:00 - 12:00)
Don’t spend a ton of time here, but ask members if they have any specific questions from day 3.
You can even have members hop up into a hollow hang, perform 10 hollow scap pull-ups into 10
kip swings to loosen up the shoulders a bit more.

Push-Up Review (12:00 - 22:00)
(3x10 Perfect Reps)
I’m sure throughout your coaching life you’ve seen some cringe worthy push-ups.  You
sometimes want to laugh but the fact of the matter is a lot of people simply don’t know what they
are supposed to be doing!  Go over the basic points of performance below.  Like we’ve
expressed over the first few days we are looking for full range of motion over everything else.  If
needed, have members perform their push-ups off a box, barbell, or using a band so that they
are forced to keep a tight plank position.  One of the most important parts of our push-up is
making sure to keep the core and shoulders active to protect your spine and shoulder joints.

● Hands on the ground, shoulder-width apart
● Legs straight with only the balls of the feet on the ground
● Start with arms extended
● Lower chest and thighs to the ground
● Body remains rigid
● Elbows move closer to the hips than the shoulders
● Complete at full arm extension

Box/Barbell Dip Review (22:00 - 32:00)
(3x10)

We start with the box/barbell dip before progressing to the rings because there is much less
stability needed and we can instead focus on perfecting technique and positioning.  In general
most of the points of performance for our push-up remain the same with the ring dip with a
bigger focus on allowing the chest to come forward while holding a hollow position.  As long as
there are no mobility issues, the rep begins and ends with full extension and at the bottom of



each rep the shoulder should be below the elbow.  You can get as creative as you’d like on
these, but some of my favorite are single box or barbell dip progressing to as double box dip.

Ring Dip (32:00 - 47:00)
(4 x 5-10)

Before teaching the actual ring dip, spend some time with your athletes feeling a ring support
hold at the top and bottom positions. This will be a huge eye-opener for many of your athletes
because of the increased difficulty that the stability adds in. If someone is struggling, have a
partner hold the rings to help them stabilize.

Some athletes may need to work on these static holds today, and that is totally ok. You can
even have some athletes perform a ring push-up instead of a dip here.

The actual mechanics of the ring dip are the same as a box dip; we just have to deal with the
instability aspect. Have members work through 4 sets of 5-10ish reps. This will allow members
to start to build some volume and gain some practice in a more difficult gymnastic movement.
Banded ring dips can be an awesome tool, but don’t let members use huge bands that don’t
force them to do the actual work.



Day 5 (Pulling)

Overview: Today is the first day we start to piece all of the skills we’ve been working on over
the first two weeks together. Controlling the superman and hollow position will feel slightly
different from knee raises/toes to bar to kipping pull-ups, but developing that control is crucial.
Although this is a beginner level course, some athletes will develop these skills differently. Feel
free to provide some adjustments as needed depending on your member's ability.

Warm-Up (0:00 - 8:00)
3 RDS
10 Scap Pull-ups
10 Kip Swings
10 Banded Face Pulls
10 Banded Pull Aparts

Kipping Pull-Up Review/Practice (8:00 - 26:00)
We talked about Strict before kipping last week and the principle will remain the same today;
however, a tactic you can use to work with people developing the strict strength is to have them
perform 5 kip swings followed by 5 strict pull variations (Banded, barbell, ring row, negative,
etc.).  For some of your more advanced athletes have them work on stringing together reps.  On
day 3 we had them pausing at the top of each rep to have them think about the push away, try
to have them eliminate that today and see if they can still maintain good form.

Strict Knee Raise/T2B (26:00 - 36:00)
The strict knee raise/T2B seems like a relatively non-technical movement, but performing it well
demands a ton of trunk strength, flexibility, and control. The focus here needs to be on pushing
down on the bar with straight arms and tight lats.  This allows you to use the strength of the
upper body to assist with elevating the legs. Make sure to keep the legs together and as straight
as flexibility will allow.

Kipping Knee Raise/T2B/Toes to Something Review (36:00 - 50:00)
Athletes will be surprised how much better these start to feel as they become more efficient and
controlled.  Review the points of performance from Day 1 and watch for some of these issues
when it comes to stringing reps together.

● Keep tension! Because the range of motion will be bigger, timing will be slightly different
from toes to something and knee raises.

● Back, not down with your feet. Re-establishing a superman arch position is crucial to
string reps together

● Eyes stay slightly up or straight ahead. Don't let the head and eyes sway all over the
place.



Finisher (50:00 - 60:00)
EMOM X 6
Perform 2-5 Kipping T2B or Knee Raises + 2-5 Kipping Pull-Ups (Try to go from one straight into
the next)

Finish off the day by testing your athletes with a gymnastics complex.  This isn't designed to be
a metcon or even be super physically taxing; it's designed to test their ability to maintain tension
as you move through two different gymnastic movements.  Choose reps that they feel
comfortable hitting/stringing together.

If someone doesn’t have kipping pull-ups yet have them work 2-3 kip swings→ 2-3 Kipping
Knee Raises→ 2-3 Kip Swings.



Day 6 (Pressing)

Overview: Over the first two weeks, we’ve worked hard developing the strict movement
patterns involved in a ring dip and strict HSPU. Today we will review those movements and
begin to teach the kipping portion if an athlete is ready. Even if an athlete isn’t ready to perform
a kipping version, they can still begin to develop the skills needed to do so.

Warm-Up (0:00 - 8:00)
3 RDS
5 Perfect Push-Ups
10 Small Arm Circles Forward w/ 2.5 lb plates
10 Small Arm Circles Backwards
10 Big Arm Circles Forward
10 Big Arm Circles Backwards
10 Frontal Raises
10 Lateral Raises

Strict HSPU Review (8:00 - 23:00)
3x 5-10 reps Strict HSPU, Box Pike HSPU, Negative HSPU

Review all of the points of performance for these movements found in day 2’s session plan and
help guide athletes through a few good sets.  If you have members that can perform 1-2 reps of
something have them perform those and then scale to something slightly easier to finish off the
set.
A few things to watch for regardless of what press they choose:

1. Hand and Head Positioning (Are we making a triangle, hands shoulder width apart,
fingers splayed?)

2. Elbow Positioning (Are they tracking the body?)
3. Is full body tension being maintained or are we releasing it at the bottom?

Kipping HSPU Teaching (23:00 - 43:00)
As mentioned in the introduction, just because an athlete doesn’t have the strength to perform a
handstand push-up doesn’t mean that they can’t start working the technique behind a kipping
HSPU.  Use this time to fine tune positioning and body awareness more than anything else.

A favorite way to teach the kipping HSPU is by using the analogy of a thruster as all of your
athletes will understand this movement.
Knees lower to chest = Our Front Squat
Aggressively open hips
Press with head coming through arms
Midline stays engaged



Kipping HSPU Points of Performance:

● Descend down to the ground breaking at the elbows and touch the head forward of the
hands creating a triangle. As you do so break at the hip and knees towards the chest.
Butt and low back can and should be touching the wall

● Violently open the hip and knees then extend the arms pressing back up a full lockout
with the arms overhead.

● Core stays fully engaged to maintain body tension

A great drill for athletes working towards a HSPU as an end goal is to have them perform a
negative HSPU where they then lower knees to chest maintaining tension and then kicking
down.

Athletes can elevate the surface of the ab-mat slightly to work on mechanics as well, but make
sure that the integrity of the movement is being maintained.

A big giveaway of pressing early is when members' feet are jamming into the wall and pushing
them away.  Have them be more patient when they are pressing if you see this.

Kipping Dip Review/Wrap-Up (43:00 - 60:00)
Just like the rest of our kipping movements, the kipping ring dip requires timing, sound body
awareness, strength, and maintaining tension.  Generally people struggle with this movement
because of the stability factor of the rings which was discussed heavily during day 4.  Go over
the points of performance below to guide your members through this movement.

Ring Dip Points of Performance:

1. Lower yourself to the top of the rings, where your deltoids/biceps touch.  Feet should be
in a slight hollow position.

2. Drive your knees straight up towards your chest to help propel you out of the bottom of
the ring dip. Think “‘up” with your legs/knees and pressing down with your hands.

3. Immediately drop the legs back to a semi straight leg position once you’ve locked out at
the top of the ring dip.

4. Continue this pattern, keeping your feet directly underneath you.

A common fault seen with this movement is when an athlete doesn’t bring their knees high
enough to their chest. Make sure to drive the knees up as close to the chest as possible;
otherwise the legs will drop down too soon and pull the athlete down instead of propelling them
up.



Day 7 (Pulling)

Overview: As we wrap up our 4-week course today is all about fine tuning our kip swing and
pull-ups and potentially progressing towards some first Chest to Bar pull-ups.  Just like the last
few sessions, use the outline as a guide and customize the complexes and attempts as needed
for each individual.

Warm-Up (0:00 - 8:00)
AMRAP X 6

10 Superman PVC Pass Throughs
10 PVC Around the Worlds
10 Scap Pull-Ups
10 Kip Swings

Kipping HSPU/Dip Review (8:00 - 16:00)
Review each movement and ask for any general questions on what you went over on day 6.  If
needed have members perform a few reps of each.

Kipping PU Review (16:00 - 31:00)
At this point your athletes should be feeling better than ever with their kip swings.  After the
general warm-up spend some time reviewing the points of performance below and working with
members towards their pull-ups.  Refer back to Day 3’s options for what some of your athletes
can be working on.

1. As snapping out of your superman arch, drive hips towards the bar while in the hollow
position

2. At the same time, push down on the bar with straight arms
3. Rapidly extend hips, then pull with arms
4. Pull until chin clears the bar
5. Chest stays up with eyes looking forward
6. Push away, maintaining tension to return into next kip swing

C2B Pull-up (31:00 - 46:00)
In general the points of performance stay exactly the same as our regular kipping pull-up, only
now we need to cover 3-4 more inches so that below our collarbone makes contact with the bar.
This requires a more aggressive hip pop and more aggressive pull to make up the difference.

A few tips to help members comprehend:
1. Try to touch your elbows together as you pull.  This will allow for full lat engagement as

you pull yourself into the bar.
2. Eyes should be looking slightly up
3. Knuckles as much on top of the bar as possible when gripping



Even if a member doesn’t have kipping pull-ups or strict pull-ups you can work some of our skill
development (Banded C2B, Jumping C2B, etc.) so that they can start to feel the difference
between the two pulls.

Gymnastic Complex (46:00 - 60:00)
E2MOM X 5 Sets
3 Kipping Knee Raises/T2B + 2 Pull-ups + 1 C2B

Just like the end of day 5 we are going to make our athletes brains work hard as we work
through a gymnastics complex.  The goal of today is for members to hold perfect positioning
throughout the complex whether that is just through doing kip swings and knee raises or
progressing through a whole complex.  Make sure to give each athlete specific feedback on
faults you see as they chip away.

Some recommendations for your athletes struggling with the strength items of a pull-up.  This is
just one example, get creative and come up with your own complex as needed for your
individuals.

3 Small Kip Swings + 3 Big Kip Swings + 3 Knee Raises + 3 Jumping Pull-Up/C2B Negatives



Day 8 (Wrap-up/Muscle Up)

Overview: After a month of hard work and sore lats and shoulders we wrap up the course
piecing everything together and having some fun working towards a bar muscle up.  While it’s
not likely that any of your members in a beginner level gymnastic course will be hitting a bar
muscle up; it is fun to show them the technique behind the movement and give them action
items to work on for once the course finishes.  It gives them something to work towards for the
next gymnastics course you run!

Warm-Up (0:00 - 8:00)
3 SETS
2 Wall Walks
10 Kip Swings
10 Banded Straight Arm Lat Pulldown

Review HSPU/Pull-ups/T2B (8:00 - 30:00)
7 hours have been put in to work on these 3 specific movements.  Review your points of
performance notes from the first seven sessions and have your athletes work on the specific
area/areas that are most important for them.  Think of these as a gymnastic based “play”
session where you are giving specific feedback to each member based on what you are seeing.
If someone is struggling with what they should be working on, guide them based on what you’ve
seen across the course.

Bar MU Work (30:00 - 60:00)
Just like every other movement in CrossFit/Functional Fitness the bar muscle up requires a ton
of technique, tension, and timing.  A 5-step progression is listed below.  All of your athletes will
be able to work on A-C without too much issue.  Spend about 5 minutes working through each
of these and talk about the specifics of why they are important to reaching the end goal.

a. Big Kip Swing w/ Push Down (Unlike our Pull-up and C2B Pull-up the bar muscle
up requires tight lats and totally straight arms during the initiation.  Think more
like a T2B)

b. Big Kip Swing + Hip Pop with Straight arms (As members snap out of superman
they will need to think about scooping with their legs, pressing down on the bar,
and aggressively popping their hips)

c. Jumping Bar MU (The jumping bar muscle up is a great drill to hammer home the
sit through portion of the bar muscle up.  Don’t underestimate this as many
members will get nervous when elevated high over the bar.  The most common
fault here is going to be members pressing into a locked out dip position.  While
this would be great, it’s not realistic and instead members should be getting
themselves over top of the bar aiming for their chest to be at or below the



sternum and then pressing out of the dip to finish.  Think aggressive ab-mat
sit-up)

d. Spotted/Assisted Bar MU (If members can produce a solid hip pop and are
getting leverage behind the bar you can spot them behind the hamstring and on
the back to help assist them through the movement.  This will help them develop
the full motor pattern of the movement)

e. Bar MU Attempts (Have some fun if anyone feels ready to try!  Worst thing that
happens is you do a really aggressive C2B.)


